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About This Game

Prometheus Corporation is the leader in the generation and distribution of energy to all cities in the world. Due to the ideas and
designs of charismatic president Demetrio Watts, the corporation developed new technologies producing higher quantities of

energy at a lower cost, granting them near-absolute control of the market.

The friendly policies enforced by Prometheus and Demetrio Watts has made citizens confident they will have access to
electricity in their houses every day. However, very few of them are aware of what's behind Demetrio Watts' smile or behind

the scenes in Prometheus Corporation. Secret plans. Terrible plans. Plans which will take the population by surprise. When they
realize what is going on, it will already be too late.

A group of rebels are the only ones who know Demetrio and his company's true intentions, and will do everything it takes to
bring the truth to light about the person who pretends to be their eternal benefactor. It will not be easy or agreeable, but the

danger behind what Prometheus hides within is a threat to all. Stopping Demetrio Watts is in the hands of a group of unknowns.
Depends on Arcturus.
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Firstly, I highly recommend trying the demo they offer, because I did not, and I regret that decision.

For the most part, the game works fine, although I didn't play it much longer than an hour or two, so take that statement with
some salt. Otherwise, I felt that the gameplay got very boring very quickly, with a boring upgrade system, uninteresting
weapons, and very repetitive gameplay (is it dead yet? Circle strafe until it is!).

The controls felt clunky, and as a result, the combat felt pretty bad as well. Dodging bullets felt harder than it should, and the
camera makes it easy for you to get sniped from behind without knowing what was coming.

Sound wise, this game felt like it had none. The soundtrack is so forgettable that I didn't notice when it wasn't playing. And get
used to the horrid machine gun sample that they use for your main gun, cause that is pretty much the only noise this game has.

I think this game has a story, but the dialogue that is supposed to fill it out only appears in small text at the bottom left of the
screen, and goes by extraordinarily quickly, so when I was in the middle of trying to fight things, I couldn't read it at all, and as a
result, I would often miss hints at objectives, making the game even more frustrating to play.

TL:DR
This game is only for the most hardcore fans of the old strike series, or those of the shmup genre. Otherwise, I recommend a
pass on this.. Project Root has a very good pace. Feels like old school games with an easier difficulty level (still could be hard
for today standards) and a very responsive control. I do not agree with the comments about rear shots are not predictable. Just
keep playing a while. When you get enough practice you can avoid any bullet. Just 45 minutes of practice when posting this.
This is not a hardcore game from my perspective, but it may require some training if you are not shooter veteran. DIFFICULTY
SPOILER: Go direct for the objectives to avoid losing unnecessary health.. The game is good but it doesnt save. The offical
support site does not work and when you contact steam they don't help. It seems to me that Steam are happy to take your money
but then offer no support. Good business model not. Will I bu from Steam again no, not until they offer better support. The
game itself is a lot of fun.. but playing it makes me feel sick, yes quite literally.

The need to keep spinning\/twisting around and around, back and forth - all the time makes me both dizzy and want to throw up.
It's like one of those amusementpark rides that just looks so god damn tempting, but you regret getting on 30 seconds after it
starts moving.

Or perhaps I'm just too old and boring.

I remember spinny, fast and hectic top-down games for snes\/nes that were near identical to this and they never came close to
making me throw up on my keyboard\/controller.

If it takes a lot for you to get dizzy or feel sick, you'll probably love it. The gameplay itself is good.. A solid game for the
approximately 2 UKP I paid for it. However a word of caution: if you suffer for motion-sickness the fixed perspective on the
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ship and spinning landscape will eventually start making you feel nauseous. This is why, unfortunately, I can only comment on
the first level.. Firstly, I highly recommend trying the demo they offer, because I did not, and I regret that decision.

For the most part, the game works fine, although I didn't play it much longer than an hour or two, so take that statement with
some salt. Otherwise, I felt that the gameplay got very boring very quickly, with a boring upgrade system, uninteresting
weapons, and very repetitive gameplay (is it dead yet? Circle strafe until it is!).

The controls felt clunky, and as a result, the combat felt pretty bad as well. Dodging bullets felt harder than it should, and the
camera makes it easy for you to get sniped from behind without knowing what was coming.

Sound wise, this game felt like it had none. The soundtrack is so forgettable that I didn't notice when it wasn't playing. And get
used to the horrid machine gun sample that they use for your main gun, cause that is pretty much the only noise this game has.

I think this game has a story, but the dialogue that is supposed to fill it out only appears in small text at the bottom left of the
screen, and goes by extraordinarily quickly, so when I was in the middle of trying to fight things, I couldn't read it at all, and as a
result, I would often miss hints at objectives, making the game even more frustrating to play.

TL:DR
This game is only for the most hardcore fans of the old strike series, or those of the shmup genre. Otherwise, I recommend a
pass on this.. Will not run on GTX 6600 with Asus Z97 and i7. I have no issues running any other game on this machine. Runs
fine on my old AMD 5750 with an i5. Highly frustrating. Be careful when purchasing that compatibility is ok.. I wanted to like
this. I tried. But I got bored, fast. I guess it's fine as a pick up and play game, but if you're looking for a game to draw you in and
keep your attention fixed then you should look elsewhere.

The good:
Decent graphics
Explosions themselves look alright

The bad:
Repetitive gameplay
Repetitive graphics
Little enemy variation
Little or no damage indications on enemy ships
Explosion animations overlay the enemy ship sprites in a very obvious way
Character artwork is pretty poor
Typos
Music is pretty bad, and repetitive
Only 5 missions, although I didn't even feel like playing them all
Achievements don't register on Steam
Is there a plot?

All in all, this game isn't that fun. However, if you want something super simple and mindless to mop up some spare time with
and like this kind of shmup then you might consider buying this. On sale.. Will not run on GTX 6600 with Asus Z97 and i7. I
have no issues running any other game on this machine. Runs fine on my old AMD 5750 with an i5. Highly frustrating. Be
careful when purchasing that compatibility is ok.
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the cammera angle gives you the feeling you're craning your neck, the flow of combat and objectives feels clunky and arbitrary,
the asthetics are meh.. Why did it have to be bugs?

<edit>
Bugged. Repetetive.
Go play Xevious, far better way to spend your time.
</edit>

People claim this game is hard, I've yet to run into that. Then again, I've only made it to level 2, which has thus far been
impossible due to essential ships flying through walls where they become invincible. Might just be me, might not be.
Thrice now I've been unkindly hindered by heavy fighters flying through walls and getting stuck on the wrong side of a barrier.
Them pandas... so sad.
If you still plan on playing this game, which is not a terrible choice, bring a controller. The support is instant and is by far and
away the best control scheme.. the more you play it the more you gonna like it
i love this game
bit hard to play in the beginning ...once you know how to play it becomes more easy to play
if you like shooters ...this one you must have

. Projectiles from off-camera behind you make this game quite frustrating, no matter how good your reflexes, if you can't see
the bullet, you can't dodge it.

The game is not bad, but always having one eye on the radar and off the action to avoid surprise instant damage seems out of
place for a fast paced bullet-hell shooter. Maybe some sort of warrning system that lets you know when an enemy behind you
starts shooting, anything other than having to constantly look at the radar litterally every second.. If you're looking for a SHMUP
fix, do not, I repeat, do not buy this game.

Sluggish controls. Your ship has been smoking too much pot, apparently.
Bad sound design. Seriosly, most enemies explode with a sound of a Very Angry Balloon Popping.
Bad level design. Everything looks very same-y.
Bad weapons design. You're stuck with the same guns for the duration of the game.

And don't get me started about the excuse of a storyline, not to mention dialogues (and fonts! and text formatting!).

Bottom line? Even at a bargain price - don't buy it.
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